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Ta k i n g

a distance

Looking towards the future
The past year has been extremely eventful both for our portfolio companies and for ourselves as a private equity
investor. Never had it been more important for all of us to pull together and show team spirit than in the
aftermath of the first pandemic-induced lockdown. We were struck by how quickly we and all our portfolio
companies were able to start doing everything remotely literally overnight – and how in some ways we had to
say goodbye to business as usual. We had many good reasons, in other words, to pick what became the theme
of this 14th issue of Capital Magazine.
Yet we all appear to have navigated the pandemic reasonably successfully, with virtually all NPM companies
having been spared some of the harsher impacts of the COVID-19 containment measures. We believe this is a
testament to the quality of the management and the companies themselves, as we are learning now more than
ever that disciplined organisational management and keeping the focus on business strategies pays off – and
then some. Although there is inevitably some uncertainty around the longer-term impact of the pandemic on
the domestic and global economy, we find ourselves focusing on the future again, which is filling us with
plenty of new energy. This determination to look ahead is also reflected in the dialogue featured in this issue
between the CEOs of BD myShopi (Raf Lambrix) and Deli Home (Victor Aquina).

NPM Capital supports Spieren voor Spieren
NPM Capital is one of the main sponsors of Spieren voor
Spieren, a charity dedicated to promoting awareness of
children’s neuromuscular diseases by organising sportsoriented campaigns and events. The charity is endorsed

by several high-profile Dutch athletes, who act as its
ambassadors. Our donation to this organisation helps them
to facilitate scientific research, diagnostics, treatment and
care for children with neuromuscular diseases.

As an investor with long-term investment horizons, we are pleased that we opted several years ago to focus
on four strategic investment platforms which have proved to be (comparatively) immune to this pandemic. In
fact, several existing trends related to digitalisation (Everything is Digital), food (Feeding the World), energy
(The Future of Energy) and health and wellbeing (Healthy Life) have actually gone into overdrive as a result
of the pandemic. Local farming, fast-track digitalisation and the ‘new normal’ in how we live and work are all
covered in this issue, and in doing so we join our portfolio companies in looking towards the future. We will
keep investing in strong, high-potential companies while at the same time continuing to support our portfolio
companies in achieving their growth potential.
Finally, we are looking forward to further strengthening our already excellent relationships with our clients and
business associates in the year ahead – and to hopefully meeting them in person again in the not-too-distant
future!
The NPM Capital Investment Team
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Theme: Taking a distance

WHEN THE
RULES OF THE
GAME CHANGE
The coronavirus pandemic has had an impact on pretty much every business,
but the intensity of this impact differs considerably by company. For at least
some players the rules of the game appear to have changed dramatically, as
demonstrated by this first of a series of dialogues between CEOs of various
NPM Capital portfolio companies. Victor Aquina of Deli Home meets Raf
Lambrix of Belgian-based BD myShopi. ‘We’ve learnt from this crisis as well.’
Lambrix: ‘Here in the Netherlands, you went into
what was called an “intelligent” lockdown. Our own
lockdown restrictions here in Belgium were a little
more severe — for six weeks, we weren’t allowed
to have a single leaflet delivered, and that’s just
for starters. How did you guys experience it at the
beginning?’
Aquina: ‘We were massively affected when the
pandemic first hit back in March and April. We also
operate outside the Netherlands, and in Belgium and
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France all the stores closed. In those countries, we
were able to hang on to around 10 per cent of our
revenue online, and the rest simply evaporated. Here
in the Netherlands, the lockdown actually helped
us, because people used this period to start working

‘E-commerce is growing at
an unprecedented rate in
Belgium’
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‘The pandemic has made it clear
that for us, the rules of the game
Lambrix: ‘I can’t say the same
have changed’
for BD myShopi. As I said, for

on all sorts of home
improvement projects.
We saw the same trend in our
international markets later in the spring season, which
means we made up for our losses, and then some. It’s a
fact, though, that some product categories fared better
than others. There was a huge demand for wood, and
the hot summer also boosted fly-screen sales. But when
you’re cooped up at home, you’re not going to remodel
your bathroom. All in all, from a business perspective,
we did benefit from the situation to some degree.’

Victor Aquina
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the first time in our company’s history
we suspended our business operations altogether – for
six weeks in our omni-channel business – because the
government prohibited the distribution of advertising
leaflets. The ban has since been lifted, but we’ve lost
30 per cent of our sales volume compared to before the
crisis, and I honestly don’t think we’ll get it back. Many
of our clients are retailers, and since especially non-food
and fashion retailers have been struggling, they’ve been
forced to reduce their marketing budgets. Distributing
leaflets is a relatively high cost, and in Belgium, you even
pay tax on it. Our core business was already slowing
down, but the pandemic accelerated that decline. We did
manage to keep our logistics operations running: at the
beginning of the year, we acquired two smaller last-mile
logistics players. That basically kept us going through
the lockdown, because just like in the Netherlands,
online sales in Belgium skyrocketed. We also think we
will benefit from this in the immediate future, because
the Belgian retail sector was quite far behind in terms of
e-commerce and the coronavirus pandemic helped them
to catch up pretty quickly.’
Aquina: ‘That sounds similar to our situation: our online
business also enjoyed an enormous boost. We’ve also
found that users who were not previously inclined to
shop online are doing so now. Also, we’re selling a lot
more tailor-made products online, so we are focussing
on that for now. I would say that’s a positive thing. We
also believe that working from home has been a major
factor: now that people have started to accept this as the
new norm, they’re looking into setting up a functional,
practical workspace at home.’

Considerable delays
Lambrix: ‘This hasn’t exactly hurt Deli Home’s business,
either. Even so, there must be a downside to the whole
story somewhere?’
Aquina: ‘Many of our clients are do-it-yourself stores,
and they clearly have put the brakes on expanding their
ranges and also fitting the shops. That has caused delays
or cancellations of product range updates. Also, a few
large IT projects are now severely delayed because
the people who were involved in the implementation
were working from home. I think it may no longer be
possible to complete some of these projects in the short
term. But although we can handle the situation just fine,
we do have ambitious goals and losing that much time
is inevitably going to be frustrating. The third point is
that we were forced to discontinue a corporate change
programme that brought together employees from all
levels of the company, through a series of workshops
and interactive sessions. It’s a dynamic event that simply
doesn’t work online, and I’m very disappointed we’ve
had to cancel it. What about you guys?’
Lambrix: ‘The pandemic has made it clear that for us,
the rules of the game have changed. We’ll have to
reinvent ourselves as a provider of logistics services,
specialising in the renowned last mile: inner-city areas.
Our company’s acquisitions of CityDepot and Dockx
Select have added a new division to our organisation,
namely, value-added logistics. We believe this will
lead to great opportunities. Firstly, because, as we’ve
said, e-commerce is growing at an unprecedented
rate, and secondly, because this specific market has
not yet been consolidated. We believe we have the
potential to become the consolidator. Also, because

Raf Lambrix

in this market we can definitely leverage synergy by
combining our current omni-channel proposition with
last-mile logistics. Our 22 warehouses across Belgium,
our distribution trucks, our drivers and our warehouse
employees, our planning tools, our supporting services
and our client contacts in the food and non-food retail
industry make us exceptionally well-positioned as a
company to play an important role in last-mile logistics
in Belgium. Ultimately, we want to become the market
leader, with a special focus on sustainable city transport
and delivering and installing oversized goods like
cabinets, beds, etc.’

‘These times require more from
management, or perhaps better
stated: different things’
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‘We terminated the lease
contract of our head office’

Aquina: ‘That sounds like an ambitious strategy. At the
same time, it seems challenging to me to develop a
second business like this, alongside your core business.’
Lambrix: ‘That’s right. A logistics company is very
different from a marketing and sales company, which
is what we were, for the most part. We do still have
to make the transition, in terms of our mindset. We
are heading in the right direction, but locally, some of
our warehouse employees have worked with paperfilled pallets for as long as forty years. We have updated
the management, to some degree, to include people
who are familiar with the dynamics of logistics. But
it’s not all doom and gloom. For example, during the
lockdown, our drivers enjoyed being able to deliver
products to the homes of happy consumers who had
been sitting, waiting for them, instead of just taking
pallets of paper to one of our two-thousand independent
delivery drivers. But it does require more concentration.
Delivering expensive consumer goods is a whole new
ballgame compared to dropping free leaflets into
letterboxes. We’ll have to become specialised in a range
of new activities, such as supply chain optimisation,
developing full-service solutions, combining goods
flows, and reverse logistics. We are currently working
full force at this.’
Aquina: ‘In the meantime, I assume you’ll have to keep a
close watch on costs?’
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Lambrix: ‘For sure. We were already very cost-conscious
in the last few years, and the coronavirus crisis has only
ramped it up. If you want to maintain your profitability
as long as possible even though volume is down 30 per
cent, you’ll need to cut costs and become leaner, no
matter how you slice it. In HR, finance and customer
service, we have already started streamlining, simplifying
and digitalising our processes. And, since occupancy at
our head office was down by 90 per cent, we terminated
the lease contract. We are going to work from home
from now on and will be using the flex office space at
our warehouses. It’s a major step, because the challenge
we will face is: how do you maintain the dynamics
within the company?’
The need for considerable flexibility
Aquina: ‘I agree with you that these times require
more from management, or perhaps better stated:

require different things. In any event, as management,
we started communicating and informing each other
better than before. The main issue for us has been that
the situation is so unusual that it requires considerable
flexibility at all levels. You only survive if you adapt to
day-to-day changes and don’t take anything for granted
anymore. Unfortunately, I have concluded that we, as
management, have not always been as flexible as we
would like to be – which should be a lesson to us all –
because at one point it did lead to empty aisles for our
clients. We’ve certainly learnt from this crisis as well.’

turnaround for us – in terms of our processes and
our organisation and in terms of the mentality of our
people. It does sometimes cause tension, but unifying
leadership, working together, is what it’s all about. I am
confident we’re on the right track. That is the positive
side to a crisis such as this: it shows us, point-blank,
what choices we must make.’

Lambrix: ‘I’ll tell you, Victor: over here we are still
learning every day. We were an omni-channel company
that distributed advertising leaflets (both print and
electronic) and, over the next two to three years, we
want to become a last-mile logistics provider that
also still happens to distribute paper. It’s a complete
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Back to the
workplace.
But how?
Businesses and organisations are
currently racking their brains trying to
facilitate a hybrid work situation – parttime at home, and part-time at the
office – and making the necessary
adjustments in office lay-out and facilities
management. However, this is only
part of the challenge. Eventually, they’ll
have to find an answer to the question:
how do we keep employees engaged,
productive and healthy in the long run
when they are working remotely?
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‘We realise, even more, just how crucial office
life is as the linchpin of the business culture,
driver of the creative process and innovation, and
as a place where people enjoy going’
The realisation that the world has permanently
changed and that 100% office staffing is no longer a
realistic option seems to have landed across the full
spectrum of the business community. Even when we
gain access to one or more vaccines, the pre-pandemic
situation – at least for office workers – will never be
the same again. Working from home is here to stay.
Or, at the very least: people will work from home
(much) more frequently.

which suggests that working from home also has less
favourable consequences. Many employees indicate
that they are less aware of what is happening in the
organisation, rarely communicate with colleagues
outside of their own team and hardly do any internal
networking. Large groups of people feel ‘displaced’,
to a lesser or greater degree, which, in turn, leads to
lower productivity (apathy), but also absenteeism due
to illness and employee attrition (burn-outs).

In recent months, it’s become evident that working
from home also holds many advantages for
employees, including less commuting time and,
in many cases, a better balance between work and
private life. And a recent survey by office furnisher
Ahrend amongst 600 employees and employers
showed that an incredible 75% of the surveyed
employers agree with the statement that the increase
in working from home positively affects productivity
levels (although plenty of discussion remains about
the social costs). The fact that optional working from
home reduces commuting and thereby contributes
to the achievement of climate objectives is hailed by
employers as a positive side-effect.

Very worried
Eugene Sterken, CEO of Ahrend, adds an additional
perspective: ‘What I keep hearing from the market’,
he says, ‘is that working from home is much better
suited to the experienced manager or employee who
knows the ropes. To them, working from home is the
perfect solution, as they can work efficiently, arrange
private affairs in-between around the house and
even take a short workout break or pick something
up at the hardware store. The younger folks, on the
other hand, are really struggling, and the incoming
generation finds it even more difficult. To them,
a crucial part of this phase of their career revolves
around internal networking, finding their way in
the company, and learning from colleagues. After
all, learning doesn’t stop when you leave school; it
continues in the office. I am very worried about that,
certainly in the long run.’

As is customary with this type of research, however:
there is at least as much recent research (on the impact
on internal communications, among other things)
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WHERE ARE
THINGS HEADED?
The forced, large-scale shift to working from home
will lead to other insights about work and will also
affect, therefore, the very purpose and function of
office life, explains Wim Kooijman of the Smart
Workplace knowledge platform. ‘Working in the
office will become less self-evident, but this also
means that the physical time spent in the office will
be experienced as “quality time” in the future’,
according to him. ‘I don’t believe in the idea that
the office will soon represent nothing more than a
social meeting place. That’s far too non-committal.
People will continue to work in the office of the
future (office 2.0), especially those who don’t have
suitable working environments at home.’
According to Kooijman, the future will bring
new, hybrid offices, with many quiet areas and
corona-proof meeting spaces. He also says that the
responsibility for developing such hybrid concept
will lie with facilities management, HR, IT and the
business, jointly, preferably under the coordination
of a ‘workplace manager’. The second important
trend will be that healthy working environments
take centre stage, more than ever before. ‘In recent
years, we focused mostly on sustainable buildings,
so-called “green buildings”. In the coming years,
this focus will shift to the development of healthy
buildings, so-called “blue buildings”. I believe that
employers will be more inclined to invest in this
than in further faciliation of working from home.
After all, it’s already clear that working from home
presents way too many challenges.’
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‘Businesses have
never struggled more with According to the
consultants,
workplace design issues’ it is Dutch
especially difficult

and what kinds
of subsidies or tax
incentives are desirable?
From our perspective,
businesses have never struggled more with workplace
design issues, because it’s clear that “one size fits all” is
not a realistic option.’

‘People become
emotionally disconnected
from the organisation’
According to this top executive, it’s clear that the
recent major changes necessitate a new, up-to-date
interpretation of what we define as a ‘workplace’.
After all, the workplace is no longer merely the desk
at the office, but now extends to the employee’s home
situation. How this ‘Workspace of the Future’ should
be designed and managed, precisely, is still an open
question. It’s clear, though, that the answer to this
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Arrows and sneeze guards
Berry Veldhoen and Stephan van Slooten of Altuïtion, a
leading consultancy firm specialising in customer and
employee experience, see an even more serious problem
lurking in the ‘workplace design issues’ mentioned by
Sterken. ‘To us, the real question is: how do we keep
employees engaged, productive and healthy in the long
run when they are working remotely?’, says Veldhoen.
‘We’re already noticing the first signs of wear: people
become emotionally disconnected from the organisation,
don’t receive enough encouragement for their creativity,
and lose their job satisfaction. Sending employees to a
half-empty office twice a week, full of walkway arrows
and sneeze and cough guards, isn't going to resolve that.'
question will be an incredibly complex management
puzzle, explains Sterken.
‘The pandemic has led everyone to realise how fragile
the human factor is, and, therefore, how important a safe
and ergonomic working environment is’, he says. ‘At
the moment, we’re talking to large and medium-sized
organisations about questions like: how can one organise
a safe return to the office? What changes are required
in the office in the medium-term future, for example,
because of the increasing demand for personal space and
hygiene? To what degree will business culture embrace
the concept of optional working from home? What duty
of care do organisations have in all this? How can they
support an ergonomic working environment at home,

According to Veldhoen and Van Slooten, many employees
are facing a double challenge: they have to find a new
balance in the way they can perform their work, and,
simultaneously, a new balance between their work and
private lives. Van Slooten: ‘On the other end of the
spectrum, you see employers who are already thinking
about questions like: how can we keep employees
interested and engaged later on? How are we going to
avoid attrition due to a burn-out, illness or loneliness?
How do we make sure that people still enjoy their
work? That they have the feeling of “belonging”, “being
connected” and “being noticed”? All the instruments that
businesses developed over the decades to manage these
types of things now require a complete overhaul.’

to successfully organise the
phenomenon of ‘re-boarding’ (when employees move
to a new organisational structure after a restructuring
phase, for instance – eds.) remotely. Veldhoen: ‘These are
usually the times you’d organise various team activities,
pep talks and the like. That’s not possible right now, or
at least more difficult. We’ve already formed a group of
businesses to think about this problem together.‘
Social contact
In any event: in Sterken’s opinion, the office is certainly
still very important – although its function will change
(dramatically). He is also somewhat critical of the
government’s one-sided emphasis on working from
home as much as possible. Sterken: ‘Meanwhile, working
from home has been the norm for more than seven
months, and offices are adrift between code orange and
red. The office environment is not a sector in and of
itself, which means the economic and social impact of
the government measures are not as extensive as targeted
measures on areas like the travel or catering industry.
On the other hand: the ongoing absence of the office
and colleagues has led us to realise, even more, just
how crucial office life is as the linchpin of the business
culture, driver of the creative process and innovation, and
as a place where people enjoy going. The office is not
just a means to meet other people, but, for many, also a
place where they can work without interruption. These
measures cripple the vital functions of office life. Of
course, offices must become corona-proof environments
as quickly as possible. But, once they are corona-proof,
they can absolutely contribute, once again, to the most
human need of all: the need for social contact.’
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HAK’s

Green Normal

Sustainable, local cultivation
methods. Short supply chains. And an
increasingly plant-based diet. As far as
vegetable producer HAK is concerned,
this will become the new normal in the
food chain. But the road to healthy
and delicious products with a lower
environmental impact and a better
price for the grower is still a long one,
says CEO Timo Hoogeboom.
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‘We eat too few vegetables,
we often source our food from
unnecessarily far away, and also made its way to
The Hague. A message
we pay too little for it’
which, in a nutshell,

HAK is, without
a doubt, the
company with the
most pronounced opinion
of all NPM Capital’s portfolio
companies. Trade magazine Adformatie has referred
to the vegetable producer's long-term advocacy for
a far-reaching system change in the food chain as
‘haktivism’, with key points being: promoting local
sustainable cycle agriculture, better remuneration for
growers who invest in sustainability, and stimulating
the consumption of vegetables. After all, when it
comes to the latter, we in the Netherlands dangle at
the bottom of the European ranking.
With that plea, powerfully worded in HAK’s recent
Social Impact Report (SIR), CEO Timo Hoogeboom
has been approaching the media frequently in the
past few months. His multi-faceted message has now

declares: the current food
system requires a complete overhaul.
Hoogeboom: ‘We eat too few vegetables, we often
source our food from unnecessarily far away, and
we pay too little for it. Also, the agriculture sector
currently faces issues like soil depletion and a global
market that’s not profitable for growers. In our view,
all of this must change.’
Because true activism consists not merely of talk but
also of action, HAK has also taken major steps in
recent years. For example, HAK updated the product
range and expanded it with new products based on
pulses. The company also started a production line
for stand-up pouches as an alternative to glass and
tin packaging. In addition, HAK cut down on the

THE HAK DNA
According to Hoogeboom, you’d expect engagement with socially relevant
themes like sustainability and health when you consider HAK’s DNA. The
Hak family in Giessen founded the company in 1952, and its motto, for a
long time, was: leven in afhankelijkheid (live in dependence). Hoogeboom:
‘When you look at what the Hak family did, you’ll see that the principles
they applied in managing the company were the same as what we are
doing now with the Green Normal. I think, in their way, the Hak family were
also activists, they were just quieter about it. What’s different now, is that we
have tried to get the public debate going, very publicly, and we take a stand
and communicate it to everyone. Even when it’s difficult, I won’t refuse an
interview, because I know what we stand for.’
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addition of salt and sugar, resulting in a so-called
0% line. Hoogeboom: ‘We devote a lot of attention
to product innovation, with a particular focus on
the modern consumer who wants more than just
potatoes, veggies and meat. With our product range,
we want to contribute to the shift from animal-based
to more plant-based protein in our daily menu. In
the Netherlands, we still eat too few vegetables. In
fact, we manage only a little over half of what the
guidelines recommend (134 grams versus 250 grams
per day – eds). It appears as though the government’s
didactic policy to stimulate the consumption of
healthy products isn’t working. In other words, we’ll
have to help the consumer by stocking the shelves
with tasty, easy and healthy plant-based products.’
On the Way to PlanetProof
HAK is also taking steps to shorten the supply chain.
‘We have always had a strong connection with
established groups of local growers, and we want to
build on that, says Hoogeboom. ‘We already source
about 85 per cent of the vegetables within a range
of 125 kilometres from our factory
in Giessen. We have them
cultivated in short,
transparent chains.
Which is why we
are also working
on trials in the

province of Zeelandic Flanders with local cultivation
of pulses like chickpeas and kidney beans. We already
source a quarter of the latter from the Netherlands,
with the remainder still coming from the traditional
countries of origin, namely America and Canada. And
by valorising our residual flows locally, we also try to
close those chains again.’
The company’s most important investment at the
moment is its gradual adoption of the On the Way to
PlanetProof certification. This methodology generates
more awareness for biodiversity and soil quality
in agriculture, among other things by cutting back
on pesticides. Hoogeboom: ‘The 36 requirements
exceeding the statutory minimum create some major
challenges for the growers, but, at the same time,
it's a workable system with which they can take
significant steps towards improving sustainability.
We want our supply of all vegetables and pulses
from Dutch soil to carry full PlanetProof certification
starting in the summer of 2021.’
However, this improved
sustainability comes
at a price – On
the Way to
PlanetProof
cultivation
is more

‘We have always had a
strong connection with established
groups of local growers’
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NUTRI-SCORE: A HEALTHY CHOICE
HAK is also an advocate for the introduction of the Nutri-Score food choice
logo. This logo helps consumers make a healthier product choice from the
supermarket shelves. Products with an A score are the healthiest choice in their
category, and those with a D score are the unhealthiest (because they contain a
lot of sugar or fat, for example). In various European countries, Nutri-Score has
been shown to contribute to increased vegetable consumption. Since HAK has
focused heavily on 100% natural ingredients and lower levels of sugar and salt
in recent years, all its vegetables and pulses get an A score. HAK was the first
producer to introduce the Nutri-Score food choice logo back in 2019
– long before the government reached a decision.

expensive than traditional cultivation. To compensate
the growers, HAK pays a surcharge. Hoogeboom: ‘For
red cabbage, we currently pay ten per cent extra, and
for spinach, the surcharge is as high as thirty per cent,
due to the lower yields, among other things. What
you’d want, of course, is for everyone in the chain
– in other words, the retailers and end consumers
too – to share in these additional costs. But that is a
tricky phenomenon because it is the retailer that sets
the price. The risk is that we commit to a surcharge
beforehand, without knowing how much it will be,
and that we must then recover these costs in the chain.’

‘These types of movements
demand patience and
persistence’

Huis on our side and the
national share of On the Way
to PlanetProof cultivation has,
by now, reached 40% and
continues to grow’, explains
Hoogeboom. ‘Of course, the
crux of the matter is that the consumer will eventually
vote with their wallet and choose a product because
of its more sustainable cultivation process. We see
that changes are taking place in the chain, and we try,
moreover, to stimulate the public debate. But these
types of movements demand patience and persistence.
Through the Smart Food Alliance, we're in a dialogue
with the political arena, and there we also see a careful
trend towards a greener agricultural policy and the
stimulation of healthy food. Let it be clear, though, that
if it were up to us, everything could go a little faster.
We aren’t waiting on the government, per se, but we
are pushing on with our agenda undeterred.’


Voting with your wallet
Risk or no risk: HAK is adamant that business as
usual is simply not an option. ‘We have lobbyists
like Natuur en Milieu, Greenpeace and GroentenFruit
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Frontsoldiers

Homegrown
Medux is the overarching name for a
cluster of businesses that supply care
and rehabilitation equipment and
ancillary services to health insurers,
local and national governments,
healthcare institutions and healthcare
professionals. Owing to its strong
focus on quality, the Medux group
has evolved into the absolute market
leader in recent years. The downside
to rapid growth: a structural shortage
of qualified skilled technical workers.
HR director Joyce Tieben and her
team came up with a smart solution.
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When Joyce Tieben started as HR director at Medux
three years ago, she faced an urgent problem almost
straightaway: more than two hundred job openings for
qualified SVE (senior secondary vocational education)
workshop and service technicians. ‘Our company had to go
looking for people who were already scarce in the market.
We also had to give these people additional training. On
the other end, you also saw that the market, in turn, was
tugging at our people. We weren’t making much progress.
So I sat down with my team to try to find a more structural
solution.’
There might have been a shortage of technicians – but
there was no shortage of drivers who deliver and install
healthcare equipment. Tieben: ‘These healthcare delivery
drivers are generally quite dexterous, but, in most cases,
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hold a junior secondary vocational education diploma.
We came up with the idea of training a few motivated
healthcare delivery drivers internally each year to become
technicians so that we could eliminate our shortages.
However, there was one obstacle we needed to deal with:
for a senior secondary vocational diploma, you have to
work with a regional training centre, and they don’t offer
a training programme for wheelchair service technicians.’
Bicycle technician
‘After consultation with the Tweewieler Academy
(Innovam), we found out that the bicycle technician SVE
programme could cover about 80% of the knowledge
and skills required by Medux. A bicycle and a wheelchair
contain many of the same parts. The Tweewieler Academy
works with ROC Midden Nederland. By letting our

‘This plan required
some internal
missionary work’

people attend the Tweewieler
Academy one day per week for
more than a year and a half, we were able to train our
very own technicians’, says Tieben. ‘We supplemented
this programme with a few modules that we developed
in-house, and on-the-job training by workplace coaches
from within our organisation.’

At the beginning of 2018, Medux started a pilot with
fifteen healthcare delivery drivers from various regions
of the country. Tieben did have to convince the involved
managers beforehand. ‘What we were really saying, was:
“Dear manager, may I please have the best, most motivated
healthcare delivery driver from your team, and, by the
way, you’ll have to miss them one day per week”’, she
says laughing. ‘Also: when you send someone to a training

programme, this person has to also
spend a sufficient number of hours
tinkering. That isn't possible if you're constantly deploying
them as a healthcare delivery driver. In other words, this
plan required some internal missionary work.’
Although the pilot did bring to light some teething
problems – mainly in terms of communication and
coaching – it did appear to be a great success. All
fifteen former healthcare delivery drivers still work at
Medux – and all fifteen in a different technical position.
‘A few became service technicians, a few became
workshop technicians, and one employee even works
as a rehabilitation technician’, says Tieben. ‘The latter is
very much next level in the technical occupations, and
rehabilitation technicians are incredibly scarce in the
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Frontsoldiers

Jessica van Hee
lateral-entry
employee

 started at Medux company Harting-Bank
‘I
as a healthcare delivery driver. Considering
my technical background – (pre-vocational
secondary) Vehicle Technology – I had
already indicated, internally, that I would
like to work my way up to a more technical
position. Afterwards, they allowed me to
do technician tasks, once in a while, to
see if I was suitable for the work. When
they presented me with the opportunity to
follow the SVE programme in Nieuwegein, I
grabbed it with both hands. It was definitely
an investment, heading to Nieuwegein one
day per week for nearly two years, but, to
me, it was very valuable to have an extra
diploma and the chance to be promoted.
Nowadays, I work at Harting-Bank as a
service technician, and I love my job. I love
technology, and I feel right at home here.’

labour market. I am very proud that we now have these
“homegrown” technicians on board.’
An asset in labour market communication
Meanwhile, the second group of healthcare delivery
drivers have completed training, half of which have also
graduated to a different position at Medux. According
to Tieben, there appear to be more mutual benefits. ‘It’s
relatively easier to find people for the position of healthcare
delivery driver, and via this route, we can also potentially
fill the hard-to-fill positions. But it’s also really nice for
the people themselves who work their way up and get
promoted: we notice that significantly fewer employees
leave the company among this group that followed the
training. This also gives us a trump card in labour market
communications, because of course it’s quite attractive to
start here as a healthcare delivery driver and then work your
way up to a technical position’, explains Tieben. When
asked if anyone has dropped out of the programme yet,
she says: ‘So far, not yet. At our locations, the managers
generally know the employees rather well. In other
words, when you ask them who has the ambition to
work their way up, they nominate the right people for
the programme. We also conduct a technical assessment
beforehand. Everyone, except for two employees, passed
the test.’ Last but not least, the programme is 100%
inclusive, says Tieben. ‘We retrain men and women, from
all regions and of all ages. Recently, a 60-year old employee
asked if he was still eligible for this. I said: Of course. You
still have seven years left to work, and in that time you can
repair a whole lot of equipment.’ 

‘We retrain men and
women, from all
regions and of all ages’
28
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Everything is Digital

Power
to the people
Digitalisation is high on the to-do list of nearly every
executive management team. But when you consider
that companies have been systemising processes since
the 1980s, it seems fair to ask: aren’t we done digitalising
by now? Louis Rustenhoven, CEO of The IT Channel
Company, discusses the difference between ‘dumb’ and
‘smart’ data and the future of digitalisation.
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Everything is Digital

‘We’ve only been looking at automation
from the holistic perspective for the last
If you asked Louis
‘This island automation
five to ten years’
Rustenhoven why it is that
companies have been investing
in digital systems for about four decades to support
their business processes, yet they still struggle with it
to this day, he'd answer: ‘Where do I begin?’ It turns
out that while the question might be simple, the answer
isn’t. This is mainly because there is a fundamental
difference between ‘digital’ and ‘for digital purposes’,
Rustenhoven explains.

‘What companies have essentially done these past
decades is to digitalise parts of their business process’,
he says. ‘I refer to this as “island digitalisation”. This
type of digitalisation will help you to automate specific
tasks, but it doesn’t do what you really want, which
is to optimise the entire chain from beginning to
end. What’s more, companies now realise there are
barriers between all the old sub-systems, and these
barriers make it very difficult to adopt
an integrated approach to
problem-solving. We’ve
only been looking at
automation from
this holistic
perspective
for the last
five to ten
years.’
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of the past decades is
exactly why companies are
nowhere near “done” when it comes to digitalisation’,
Rustenhoven says. ‘The larger and more complex the
company, the more legacy systems they’re likely to
have, and you can’t replace those overnight. Instead,
companies extract data from different islands and then
link the data, so they can control the entire chain, albeit
with a workaround. This approach doesn’t have to
be limited to the company; you can also do this with
clients and suppliers.’
Lego box
Linking data from different sub-systems is also made
possible, to a considerable extent, by the emergence
of cloud computing, Rustenhoven says. ‘The cloud
is essentially a large receptacle where all data can be
collected. A second important development is that
a new generation of software has become available
which can distill useful management information from a
mass of data, in the form of reports. Consequently, you
see that companies are gaining different insights and
making other decisions.’
The nifty thing is that the new generation of software
mostly takes on the form of what are known as ‘lowcode’ or ‘no-code’ apps, and users with no coding
experience can build them. ‘In fact, you buy a kind
of “Lego box” containing different coding blocks’,

Empowering the
citizen-developer
movement
Business intelligence apps are advancing and gaining popularity within SMEs and large
organisations alike. Various companies, including IKEA, PepsiCo, Eneco, Oasen and Rabobank,
have even set up competence centres to teach employees to develop apps. The importance of
this development is also clear from the fact that major players are now also entering the low-code
market. For example, Siemens acquired Dutch low-code specialist Mendix last year for more
than EUR 600 million, and Microsoft has already racked up more than $1.5 billion in revenue from
(low-code) PowerApps. Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella believes this is only the beginning. ‘It will
represent an explosion in customer-built applications unlike anything the business world has ever
seen. 500 million new apps will get created in the next five years — more than the total created in
the last forty. The citizen-developer movement is here, and we are empowering it’, says Nadella.
Another NPM portfolio company, Conclusion, has also set up a low-code development unit, using
the above-mentioned Mendix platform. Daniëlle Graat, director of Conclusion Low Code Company:
‘Low-code development is definitely here to stay. Gartner even expects that the development of
low-code applications will account for more than 65% of all application development activities
by 2024, and we can see this happening, too. For our clients, low-code has become a strategic
choice when creating custom applications. Low-code is ideal for clients who want to experiment
with launching a new product or service in the market quickly: you can program a demo in no
time and, based on feedback, decide if you want to continue or halt development. But low-code
is also perfect for improving operational efficiency or building client portals or personal online
environments. We also use it quite a lot to “customise” existing standard systems for financial
accounts, production planning, order administration, staff administration and the like.’
According to Graat, the terms ‘no-code’ and ‘low-code’ can be misleading: people often use them
interchangeably, and there is no uniform definition. In practice, platforms that identify as no-code
focus more on citizen-developers, while low-code platforms are geared more to experienced
developers.
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Everything is Digital

About
The IT Channel Company

Stephan van Dongen

Investment Director at NPM Capital
‘Digitalisation is increasingly becoming a
fundamental part of today’s business world. As
we see all the time at our portfolio companies,
digitalisation can help make both internal
business processes and the customer journey
better and more efficient. Rather than being
a mere overhead, a strong IT backbone is
increasingly what drives the success of the
commercial end of the business.’
‘That’s why NPM Capital has defined
digitalisation as one of its four strategic
investment platforms and why we are always
looking for new investments within the world
of IT. For example, we hold stakes not only in
The IT Channel Company (TICC), but also in
other digital frontrunners such as Conclusion,
Picnic and Ohpen. Investing in these types of
companies helps us to ensure that our other
companies also prioritise digitalisation, so we
can make these companies excel.’

‘A lot of business is
increasingly moving
online’
Rustenhoven says. ‘We offer one-day workshops in
which we teach our partners how to arrange the blocks
to create a working app. This is already widely used for
various reporting tools and dashboards in companies,
and to build apps to allow you to automate simple
processes. Think, for example, of expense-tracking
apps or time-tracking apps. They’re all cloud-based,
which means they are accessible from anywhere and
any device.’
This ‘low-code’ or ‘no-code’ trend is also the main
driver behind the approach to software development
known as ‘citizen development’ (see inset), which
means that marketers no longer need assistance
from the IT department to automate something in
a jiffy. According to Rustenhoven, this type of
technology is increasingly used to replace
old, often custom-made, systems. When
asked if this trend means the end of the
traditional IT department, he says:
‘We’re actually seeing a change
in the role of the IT department.
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The IT Channel Company (TICC) specialises in software development, training and distribution of
Microsoft products to ICT retailers. Since its establishment in 2013, TICC has grown into a mature
organisation with more than 150 employees that provide services in more than 20 countries. With its
‘Everything is Digital’ investment line, NPM Capital has been involved in TICC since its inception and has
actively supported the company’s rapid growth.

Because, while there might be Lego boxes for
users, there are also guidelines in place for use and
registration. The IT department is responsible for
ensuring these guidelines are met, because things
must remain manageable. You could say that the
business and the IT department are growing closer due
to this trend, when in fact IT remains in control because
it continues to set the architecture guidelines.’

would like more control over that invisible pre-purchase
process. They want to learn about the customer’s
previous online experiences and history, and their level
of knowledge, so they can anticipate and respond to
them effectively. That’s only possible when you have all
the data stored in a single system.’

More grip
But the long-term goal for many companies is to switch
to one system that supports the overall chain – from
supplier to customer. Rustenhoven: ‘With a growing
number of businesses moving online, it’s good to have
online ordering systems linked directly to an inventory
system and your supplier’s system, for example.’
Another factor is that companies are increasingly
thinking from the entire customer journey
perspective. Research shows that by the
time a customer visits your store, they
have already gone through 60% of their
decision-making process. Companies
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The Capital of ... distance

Tristan da Cunha
According to the Guinness Book of World Records,
Tristan da Cunha is the most remote place on Earth.
This volcanic island is part of an archipelago with the
same name and is found in the south of the Atlantic
Ocean, 2800 kilometres from the closest port on land –
Cape Town. Alongside Saint Helena (where Napoleon
was banished) and Ascension, Tristan da Cunha forms
a British overseas territory.
One can only reach Tristan da Cunha by boat; the
journey takes six days and requires significant
determination because the seas are very rough. Even
getting to shore is a difficult task: you can only make it
onto land in one place because of the high, rocky
coastline. On the island, the distance from the
inhabited world can be felt at all times: there is but one
pub, one store, and no mobile network coverage or
WiFi (they still use dial-up modems to connect to the
internet). The local TV broadcaster only offers two
channels to the island’s almost three hundred
residents. The island is self-reliant in terms of meat,
fish and potatoes – all the rest has to come in by ship.
There is a bus route, but the majority of the 98 square
kilometre island is inaccessible by car.
On the other hand, Tristan da Cunha and the
archipelago as a whole are home to several important
colonies of sea birds, including some species that don’t
breed anywhere else in the world (like the critically
endangered Tristan albatross). Because of this unique
biological wealth, UNESCO has put the two
neighbouring islands, Gough and Inaccessible, on the
World Heritage List.
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Spotlight

‘Get out
into the
field
and
start
playing’
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Spotlight

What concerns are on
the minds of Belgian
managers?
The European Investment Bank (EIB) ranks Belgium among Europe’s ‘strong
countries’ when it comes to the digitalisation of companies and the quality
of the digital infrastructure and investments. Yet this position is worth a
critical look, as Belgium currently does not lead in any of the major
international digitalisation indexes. Steve Muylle, a lecturer in Digital
Strategy and Marketing at Belgium’s Vlerick Business School and Ghent
University, thinks this is because when it comes to ‘digital savviness’,
there’s a major gap between large companies and start-ups on one end
of the spectrum, and SMEs on the other.

Muylle states he’s ‘a little surprised’ at
Belgium’s favourable ranking in the EIB
Digitalisation Index. And while any
index is relative and depends on the
strength of the methodology used, he
feels the qualification of his country
as ‘digitally highly
developed’ is
at the
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very least premature. Muylle: ‘I would personally
rather look at Belgium’s position in the IMD World
Digital Competitiveness Ranking 2020, as that is
a reliable metric that also considers more “soft”
factors, such as the extent to which a country’s
population is open to digitalisation and to what
extent people are willing to adapt the way they
work by incorporating more digital tools and
resources. When you consider those factors, we
rank twenty-fifth: well behind the Scandinavian
countries, the Netherlands, the UK, Germany,
Ireland and Switzerland. We’re about equal to
France, with only the Southern European countries
ranking lower. In other words, while we’re doing
OK worldwide, in a European context we’re fair
to middling. We may be strong in some areas,
but we’re undeniably trailing behind in others.’

Muylle’s opinion appears to be backed up by another
prominent digitalisation index, Cisco’s Global Digital
Readiness Index, in which Belgium ranks twenty-fourth,
right behind France and far below Luxembourg, which
is placed second. The Cisco index measures digital
progress in a total of 141 countries based on seven
parameters (basic needs, human capital, ease of doing
business, business and government investment, start-up
environment, technology infrastructure and technology
adoption). ‘The available technology infrastructure and
technology adoption are especially strong indicators of a
country’s digital progress’, says Arnaud Spirlet, General
Manager of Cisco Belgium and Luxembourg. ‘Belgium
needs to up its game in those areas. Skills are rapidly
becoming outdated and there’s a constant need for allnew skillsets. Through strategic support and by offering a
nationwide digital retraining programme, we’re helping
our small and medium-sized enterprises to fast-track their
digital transformation efforts.’

‘In the European context, our
performance is honestly fair to
middling’
Digital maturity
There’s a good reason Spirlet has singled out small and
medium-sized enterprises: when it comes to digitalisation,
many Belgian SMEs have some catching up to do. To
support his point, he cites a recent survey into the digital
maturity of Belgian SMEs operating in the industrial
sector, commissioned by digital knowledge platform
Agoria. This survey reveals that, while 83% of Belgian
SMEs view digitalisation as an ‘opportunity’, they

The Netherlands Chamber of Commerce for
Belgium and Luxembourg (NKVK) commissioned
organisational consultancy Berenschot in 2019
to identify the main strategic trends for business
owners, managers and senior executives in the
Belgian business sector. This Strategy Trends survey
reveals that digitalisation and job recruitment issues
are especially high on their strategic agendas.
The Berenschot consultants found that Belgian
managers are becoming increasingly aware that
their businesses were established and ‘came of
age’ in an analogue world and that the current
digital transformation has made replacing these
older business models essential.
They also noted that the strong focus on energy
and climate in the Belgian political and public
debate has yet to spill over into the country’s
business community. Only 16% of the respondents
stated that the energy transition was a regular
agenda item in the boardroom, while the topic
has an actual impact on strategy in only 4% of
the organisations surveyed. The Strategy Trends
survey is also conducted in the Netherlands, which
has revealed some differences between the two
countries. For one, Dutch companies are more
likely to have adopted energy transition as part of
their strategic agenda (26%) and there are also
more companies in the Netherlands that have set
out to make sustainability a competitive advantage
(31% versus 16%). In Belgium, however, the
quality of products and services is a more
important strategic platform than in the Netherlands
(58% versus 46%), which could be related to the
average Belgian consumer’s tendency to
prioritise ‘security’.
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Spotlight

NPM Capital:
greater focus on the Belgian market
In the coming years, NPM Capital wants to increase its focus on the Belgian
market, where the company has been active since 2005 and currently holds a
stake in BD myShopi. The private equity investor has hired 40-year-old Hiram
Claus as an Investment Director to help spearhead its plans. Claus has extensive
experience in M&A and private equity, having worked, for example, for 13 years
at the Belgian investment company Cobepa, serving most recently as a senior
director and a member of the investment committee. He has also been involved in
various transactions in the Benelux region and held seats on several supervisory
boards. Claus believes Belgium has plenty of investment opportunities to offer to
a long-term investor with the ‘spirit of a family business’ such as NPM Capital.
‘The country has traditionally been home to a large number of family businesses
that are looking to increase their scale and expand internationally. NPM can be
of great added value in fostering these companies’ growth and development,
by acquiring majority or minority stakes and providing active support, with
investment in digitalisation and digital innovation always being a strategic
priority. I’m convinced that NPM Capital’s indisputably solid reputation will
appeal to many Belgian companies', he says.

tend to invest mostly in
digitalising their business
processes rather than
in digital innovation
and developing
a digital-centric
company culture. The
researchers found that
only four in ten SMEs
have started making
efforts to digitalise
their products and/
or services, while only
one in ten use digital
technology to implement
new business models.
The survey also shows that
artificial intelligence does
not even get a look in.

Muylle: ‘There’s a clear gap
between large Belgian companies
and SMEs when it comes to digital
savviness. Large organisations are
investing more in digitalisation and are
getting there faster, and like in any other
country, it’s the start-ups in Belgium that are in the
digital vanguard. However, the traditional companies
– and we’ve got quite a few of those in our country
– are developing at a much slower pace and regard
digitalisation mainly as a way to improve efficiency
rather than as something that can drive their company
forward. We are seeing, though, that larger players
are pressuring their smaller SME suppliers to also start
moving towards digitalisation for the purpose of system
integration, but it does not necessarily go beyond that.
And obviously that does not apply to all businesses
either, particularly not local ones.’
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‘Digitalising a manufacturing
company tends to be a fairly
complex operation’

While there are, of course, also
Belgian SMEs that have been spearheading
their own digital reinvention journeys, Muylle reckons
this number is too small to convince more traditionally
inclined businesses to start catching up. He does note,
however, that the challenge to digitise processes tends to
be greater for manufacturing companies than for service
providers. Muylle: ‘Banks and insurers are finding it
relatively easy to digitalise their services, as they already
operate in the information business, so to speak. But for
manufacturing companies, digitalisation often means they
need to start enhancing their traditional products with
digital add-ons. In some cases, they might be compelled
to start marketing products they used to simply sell to
consumers or businesses on an as-a-service basis, or use
an online configurator to start standardising all or some of
their customised products, to name just a few examples.
These tend to be fairly complex operations.’

Doing business 'under the church tower'
Muylle explains that of the SMEs that have been
successful in their digital transformations, it is often the
founder/owner or his or her children who are driving
the innovation. He shares two examples of ‘digital
reinvention’ success stories: a company that started out
cleaning beer barrels for breweries and then integrated
IoT technology to develop ‘smart’ barrels equipped to
transmit data; and a traditional wholesaler in natural
stone that successfully launched an online B2B sales
channel. ‘I also know forward-looking companies that
take the risk of having software developed in India and
enter the local market. They do this even if it means facing
a steep learning curve, as you can never get these things
right on the first go. But many others find the idea too
daunting and end up never taking the plunge. We have
an expression for that in Belgium: ‘doing business under
the church tower’, which refers to a type of corporate
conservatism or provincialism where you simply plod

along without having the spunk to
really jump-start your growth and
take your business to the next level’, the Ghent-based
lecturer says.
Yet his future outlook is positive: ‘Our current prime
minister, Alexander De Croo, is very aware of the
importance of digitalisation – in fact, he led the launch
ceremony for the first all-online MBA programme at our
business school. The EU has also introduced policies to
put more pressure on Member States to start embracing
innovation and digitalisation. Belgium is also sure to
benefit from that development, although I would prefer
to see us take the lead instead. The use of AI and
digitalisation could make a world of difference, for
example, in healthcare. We Belgians tend to look at
what others are doing and follow the lead, but it’s up to
us to start taking the lead. We need to get out into the
field and start playing.’
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Organisation

The power
of swarm
intelligence
WHY ONE PLUS ONE IS NOT ALWAYS
TWO, AND SOMETIMES ONLY HALF
44
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Organisation

Companies structurally underutilise talent, according to former director,
commissioner, and mentor of management teams, Eric Koenen. Not
because the talent isn’t there, but because the way in which companies
are organised is incapable of accessing the available intelligence in the
collective effectively. In his book, Samen slimmer (Smarter Together), set
for publication shortly, Koenen pleads for an alternative approach based
on loosely knit groups of people –
‘swarms’ – joined together around
specific problems and issues.
You coach many (executive) management teams. These
teams mostly consist of individuals with above-average
intelligence. Even so, you state that this intelligence
does not ‘cumulate’, by definition, and that, in certain
situations, there is even a risk of a kind of collective
stupidity. How does that work?
‘It’s a fact that people are only as intelligent as their
emotions allow them to be. And even intelligent people
can get into destructive patterns. You can see that
happening when people stop reflecting on what is going
on, various irrationalities take over, and people become

‘Someone who's very
intelligent doesn't have
a bigger brain, but
more connections’
46

incapable of coming together and saying the things that
really need to be said. Councils of specialists in hospitals
are a well-known example: at some point, eight highly
intelligent, highly educated professionals will gradually
deteriorate into a group of toddlers in a sandpit, throwing
around shovels, rakes and sand. And the risk of medical
errors increases when the resolution of complex problems
and issues hinges on effective coordination. You can
see this mechanism at work throughout the business
community, albeit less visible on the surface. Imtech is a
good example of a company that went down as a result
of some such destructive patterns, even though plenty of
exceptional, intelligent people worked there.’
Has this not always been the case?
‘Yes, but: the importance of solving the barriers to
utilisation of the collective intelligence grows as the
complexity of the problems and issues increases. And
this complexity is growing exponentially. Right now,
developments are moving so quickly that managers are
continually playing catch-up and the risks of collective
stupidity continue to grow. And that is risky. The famous
strategist, Carl von Clausewitz, once said: ‘Generals are
always prepared for the previous war’. You also see this
happening at the top of companies, where they try to

SWARM INTELLIGENCE IN NATURE
The term swarm intelligence also refers to
another phenomenon around the world, namely,
a form of artificial intelligence (AI) inspired by
the insect kingdom. Comparable to how honey
bees migrate in nature and ants create perfect
paths to food sources kilometres away, AI
systems can use input from a great many different
users and/or sensors to optimise the performance
of the system as a whole. An example is Waze,
a road navigation app popular in the US, which
uses the swarm intelligence of all users to keep
the digital maps up to date in real time. Swarm
intelligence has also been used before by traders
to predict market movements and by retailers to
predict sales.
Although the concept of swarm intelligence is not
new, the arrival of edge computing (increased
computing power at the location where data are
collected, in other words, not in the cloud but on
the edge of the network — eds.) has given further
momentum to the concept. Louis Rosenberg, CEO

of the swarm platform Unanimous AI, expects
the importance of Swarm intelligence to increase
dramatically for businesses in two areas, in
particular: to identify new growth opportunities
and to anticipate and manage disruptions.
Rosenberg: ‘Although algorithms can predict
market trends, the final investment decisions are
made in the boardroom, based on information
from within the organisation. The only problem
is: people tell their superiors what they want
to hear. In a swarm, where everyone is equal
and anonymous, you get much more accurate
insights, and you can predict potential areas for
market growth much more reliably.’
At Gatwick, one of the world’s busiest airports,
they use swarm intelligence to optimise throughflow. An AI system based on swarm intelligence,
named FlightID, collects all the data that typically
influence the departure times, up to the average
historical delay on rainy days, per specific airline
company.
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Publishing house ISVW will publish the book Samen slimmer at the end of 2020, and you
can order it from Managementboek.nl and other vendors (in Dutch only).

WHO IS ERIC KOENEN?
build an organisation that should have been in place
three years ago, instead of a future-proof organisation.
The traditional management structure with people at
the top who all think they know best and can think four
steps ahead is beginning to become less and less effective.
I’m not saying that we can’t handle the complexity
intellectually, but that we must organise our intelligence
differently, in a way that does cumulate.’
What alternative do you recommend?
‘In my opinion, somebody who is very intelligent
doesn’t have more brain cells, but more connections.
The concept of "teaming" developed at Harvard works
well here. Instead of viewing an organisation as an entity
with various compartments with a specific structure, I
look at an organisation as a collection of different types of
intelligence — talent, if you will — on the one end, and a
set of complex problems and issues on the other end. The
key is then to arrange the right talent briefly around such
a complex problem or issue. Under inviting conditions,
with lots of room to investigate and test, and without – or
with a very limited – hierarchical structure. This way, you
make the best possible use of swarm intelligence, without
giving people the chance to develop patterns that will
limit how they apply this intelligence.’
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And executive management’s role: deciding who to
assign to what problem?
‘From a management perspective, the challenge is indeed
to formulate these problems and issues as precisely as
possible and to have a good idea of the different types of
talent available and required. I also recommend that an
organisation only define four or five of these complex
problems or issues. Management agendas with dozens of
strategic issues are doomed to fail. Furthermore, executive
management must ensure that a culture of psychological
safety prevails within the swarms. Everyone’s insight
counts to an equal degree. For instance, you may also
choose to include someone from an entirely different
world in the team, like a philosopher or artist. You then
organise a deviant type in that system, someone who
differs from the rest. It keeps everyone on their toes and
generates other questions.’
Should organisations immediately change course so
they can profit more out of swarm intelligence?
‘There are so many ways to organise collective
intelligence, and starting small is a feasible option.
When I was still a manager in charge of innovations
at Cofely Nederland, I started on my own – in other

words, without the established consultancy firms. When
you fall into a pattern where you hire consultants for
every problem, you’re really telling your employees
that they don’t have any problem-solving skills. That is
disastrous. So, I gave everyone a Moleskine notebook
with the words: “In the coming four weeks, write down
everything that you think is strange.” Afterwards, we got
together and discussed the observations. The fun thing
about that is, for the cost of a few notebooks, you end
up with an analysis that’s pretty much the same quality
as one from McKinsey. Organisations develop in the
direction of the questions that they dare to ask.’

.

‘Management agendas
with dozens of
strategic issues are
doomed to fail’

Eric Koenen worked for nearly ten years as
a Member of the Executive Board at Cofely
(currently ENGIE Services – eds.), where he
was responsible for the specialised companies,
marketing and innovation, among other things.
He also led an extensive integral organisational
change of the company. Before this time,
he held various management positions at
Koninklijke IBC, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
and Philips Electronics. Koenen studied social
sciences and economics in Nijmegen and
Rotterdam, and business administration in the
US. In 2007, he founded De Doorwerth Groep
and the Academie voor Interventiekunde. Since
then, he has coached boards of directors and
regulators in mergers, collaboration issues and
transition processes. He is also a guest lecturer
at Nyenrode Business University and the
universities of Maastricht and Leiden.
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The world of NPM
NPM Capital is an independent investment company that provides growth capital to medium-sized
and large enterprises that are based in the Benelux. It is an investment partner of entrepreneurs and
management teams with expertise and experience, financial capacity and a comprehensive network.
A focus on improving operational processes, e-commerce and sustainability leads to the creation of
business and shareholder value.
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group and join this inspiring network.
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As an active shareholder, NPM Capital is committed for an unlimited period, as long as the
development phase lasts and as far as it extends. This flexible investment horizon offers space for
value to be created and the NPM Capital investment partner is ideal for family companies, buyouts
and buy & build scenarios.
NPM Capital has over 70 years of experience in the provision of risk capital. The portfolio currently
comprises 26 portfolio companies which are active in a range of sectors, from the manufacturing
industry, food industry and offshore to e-business and healthcare. Common to all of these, however,
is a clear growth or development strategy, highly motivated management and a sustainable
competitive position.
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THE SMART UNCONSCIOUS

FUTURE

THE CONTROL DELUSION: YOUR BRAIN
MAKES UP ITS MIND BEFORE YOU DO

PLANT-BASED STEAKS FOR ALL

EVERYTHING, ALWAYS CONNECTED

SMART BUILDINGS

FROM BIG DATA TO BIG BUSINESS

THE IMPACT OF SMART BUILDINGS ON PRODUCTIVITY

PURPOSE

THE UNSTOPPABLE RISE OF
ONLINE GROCERY RETAILER PICNIC

WHY MEANINGFUL COMPANIES ACHIEVE BETTER RESULTS

GROCERY SHOPPING HAS NEVER BEEN SMARTER
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BUSINESS FOR GOOD

THE KEY TO SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

THE BLUE REVOLUTION

MAKING MONEY FROM WASTE

ACHILLES HEEL OF THE CORPORATE SECTOR
WHY DIVERSITY IN LEADERSHIP REALLY MATTERS

5/1/2017 9:47:21 AM

SHV
SHV is a privately held family company that aims to maintain its strong position in a number of
operational activities and selected investment activities. SHV invests for the long term, expands and
develops businesses, and provides its customers with excellent value services. All this is possible thanks
to a team of dedicated people who are proud to be a part of SHV.
The company was founded in the Netherlands in 1896 following the merger between a number of large
coal trading companies. After the general decline in the use of coal as a primary source of energy halfway
through the twentieth century, SHV moved into other business areas. Today, SHV is present in 58 countries
on all continents and employs approximately 55,000 people. SHV Groups are active in energy distribution
(SHV Energy), cash-and-carry wholesale (Makro), heavy lifting and transport activities (Mammoet),
industrial services (ERIKS) and animal nutrition and aquafeed (Nutreco). As an investor, SHV is involved in
the exploration, development and production of oil & gas primarily in the North Sea (ONE-Dyas), and it
provides private equity to companies in the Benelux (NPM Capital).
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